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ABSTRACT In a complex system, a heterogeneous team with diverse expertise should coordinate to solve
complex problems. However, goal differences and various information systems have been identified as
causing operational disconnects and resource competition between agents. This research, based on Changi
Airport, Singapore, investigates the relationship among information sharing, two types of interactions, and
system outcomes by performing agent-basedmodeling (ABM) to obtain practical strategies for avoiding con-
flicts related to resource competition in heterogeneous teams. Simulation results are assessed by considering
reliability and efficiency. The system with improved implicit interactions reduces fuel consumption by up to
13%. Simultaneously, both types of interactions partially improve system reliability by reducing the need for
go-arounds and facilitate system efficiency by improving the overall mobility of air traffic flow. The system
with a mixing pattern of interactions achieves optimal improvements. To fully leverage the potential benefits,
both types of interactions should be considered integrally. Accordingly, information that reveals the onset of
nonroutine scenarios should be monitored by both parties to connect implicit and explicit interactions.

INDEX TERMS Air traffic control, landing system, team cognition, information sharing, mental model
disconnects, agent-based modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
In commercial aviation, landing safety is a popular topic that
attracts the attention of many researchers. Historical reports
have shown that more than 50% of fatal accidents occurred
during the landing phase, making it the flight phase with
the highest accident rate [1]. In a landing system, pilots
and air traffic controllers (ATCOs) in a heterogeneous team
must coordinate to achieve the required system performance.
In general, ATCOs provide pilot instructions to manage air
traffic flow, while pilots must simultaneously ensure land-
ing safety. However, achieving high-quality interaction has
been identified as a major challenge. Time pressure and lim-
ited airspace demand high-intensity interactions to frequently
adjust an aircraft’s flight state [2]. Furthermore, it has been
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identified that agents with diverse expertise may compete
for mutual resources for the respective performance [3].
For instance, some ATCOs prefer high-speed clearance to
increase the air traffic flow intake while sacrificing pilot
safety margins to stabilize aircraft. This issue can be a cause
for interaction conflicts or possible adverse events [4], [5].

To mitigate the competition caused by requirement
conflicts between parties, information transparency is funda-
mental for teams to develop descent team cognition. Infor-
mation transparency refers to the consistency by which team
members monitor the overall system state. In the case of land-
ing systems, diverse information systems cause inconsistent
monitoring and evaluation, resulting in erroneous operations
[6], [7]. Currently, frequent and extra exchange of informa-
tion between parties is required to mitigate such information
gaps, whereas relevant factors such as language barriers, inef-
fective one-to-one radio channels, or communication delay
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can impact a team’s performance in various aspects, including
trust, shared understanding, or workload [8]–[11].

Accordingly, the implementation of controller pilot data
link communication (CPDLC) has attracted researchers’
attention. Compared to traditional voice transmission,
CPDLC can provide persistent and reliable information in the
form of text [12], [13]. The reduction in miscommunication
benefits the desired performance of the system function [14].
In general, CPDLC can provide persistent and reliable infor-
mation in the form of text by delivering a series of messages
such as clearances, crossing restrictions, pilot requests, and
emergency messages [13]. Although CPDLC serves as a
reliable tool, the existing research has yet to consider infor-
mation transparency in the development of future information
systems.

As mentioned, information transparency is fundamen-
tal for team cognition quality. By definition, team cogni-
tion denotes a team’s shared understanding that relates to
the team’s role and responsibilities in a mission, which
involves team activities such as learning, planning, and
decision making [15]. However, as a system’s complexity
increases, so does the heterogeneity of the teams. Conse-
quently, maintaining a consistent and reliable shared under-
standing becomes a challenge. Recent years have emphasized
the interactive characteristics of team cognition and the qual-
ity of the interaction process [16], [17]; however, research
has indicated that cognitive aspects of teamwork have yet
to be fully appreciated in real practices [18]. In general,
interactions are mostly performed explicitly, involving literal
communication or information exchange, while the benefits
of implicit interaction have been gradually acknowledged
by researchers [6], [17]. Implicit interaction is based on
the perception of changing scenario contexts, which enables
predictively adjusting performance to satisfy team member
needs [19]. Thus, different types of interactions require the
corresponding information to satisfy respective needs [6],
[20]. However, little research provides practical guidelines
for future information systems by considering both implicit
and explicit interactions. Based on the review, the research
questions are stated as follows:

1. How does information transparency mitigate require-
ment conflicts related to interaction, benefiting system
outcomes?

2. How do different types of interaction respectively and
jointly affect system outcomes?

3. How is the future information system designed to sup-
port team interactions?

To fill these gaps, this research extends the results of pre-
vious work. One investigated the requirement conflicts dur-
ing interactions by considering the impacts of mental model
disconnects (MMDS) [3], and another unraveled a positive
relationship between information transparency and implicit
interactions [6]. In this research, this goal aims to investi-
gate the relationship among information sharing, two types
of interactions, and system outcomes by performing agent-
based modeling (ABM) to obtain practical strategies to avoid

conflicts owing to resource competition in a heterogeneous
team.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers the theoretical foundation, followed by Section 3,
which presents the hypotheses determined. Section 4 illus-
trates how ABM is developed and executed. The results,
discussion, and conclusion are stated in Sections 5, 6, and 7,
respectively.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. MENTAL MODEL DISCONNECTS DURING INTERACTION
To examine the root causes of interaction conflict in an MTS,
the concept of MMDs is introduced. MMDs can be described
as the disagreement between different parties’ mental mod-
els [4], [8], including informational, evaluative, and opera-
tional disconnects.
• Informational disconnects denote the gaps in the infor-
mation perceived between parties.

• Evaluative disconnects occur when different parties per-
form inconsistent evaluations using the same available
information.

• Operational disconnects refer to one party’s unexpected
actions that do not satisfy the requirements of another
party.

In general, owing to the goal differences between parties,
diverse information systems are implemented, which can be
the sources of informational disconnects, resulting in incon-
sistent evaluation given a certain scenario. Consequently,
operational disconnects that occur cause conflicts between
parties [3], [8].

To investigate the occurrence of resource competition,
the negative impacts of MMDs in both types of interac-
tions are elucidated herein. First, implicit interactions high-
light the predictive adjustments to satisfy team members’
needs, which helps to manage potential risks or workloads in
advance. However, misaligned anticipation between parties
often causes incompatible working results or even resource
competition [3], [17]. For example, it has been identified that
some pilots prefer a gradual landing with a slower airspeed
and higher altitude for fuel preservation [21], which can
affect the succeeding air traffic flow [7]. Furthermore, some
scenarios with potential requirements conflicts are particu-
larly prone to the impacts of resource competition. In the
cases of the landing system, pilots and ATCOs have essen-
tially different perspectives of weather avoidance [3]. Explicit
interactions highlight purposeful negotiation for immediate
risk elimination, which is critical to intercepting operational
disconnects derived from resource competition of contingen-
cies. Consequently, the underlying MMDs may cause a team
to fail to detect the onset of risks, causing a team to miss the
window to prevent accidents [22].

B. MITIGATING MMDs FROM THE VIEW OF
INFORMATION SHARING
To address this issue, improved information sharing provides
a solution for mitigating MMDs. The mechanism is shown
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FIGURE 1. Mitigating MMDs with better information sharing.

in Figure 1. The informational disconnect is presented as
ID, evaluative disconnect as ED, and operational discon-
nect as OD. In general, in a heterogeneous team, EDs are
normally derived from diverse expertise [7], [8]. Under this
prerequisite, IDs, owing to the different information systems
implemented between parties, often intensify the impacts of
EDs, resulting in frequent ODs such as resource competi-
tion or contradictory operations. For the improved system,
information sharing ensures that different parties can monitor
and evaluate system changes in a consistent manner, which is
fundamental for cognitive aspects of teamwork in distributed
teams [23], [24]. As a result, less ED and the OD that emerge
are expected, facilitating team cognition quality [3].

To mitigate the ID impacts, the information that reveals the
changes in current goals can be a solution [6], [23], which
can be explained from the view of situation awareness (SA).
SA elucidates how an individual finalizes goals by compre-
hending the perceived environmental cues [25]. Therefore,
in the case of team interaction, sharing the cues utilized by
team members helps roughly extrapolate and monitor team
member goals. Recent years have seen an emphasis on uti-
lizing information sharing to support a team’s shared mental
model (SMM) [23], [24]. By definition, the SMM represents
a team’s shared knowledge regarding the team’s coordination,
including task-related and team-related SMMs [26], [27].
Thus, the information required to support each type of SMM
varies, which is explained in the following.

Task-related SMMs refer to the knowledge that describes
how a team performs tasks and the corresponding limi-
tations, constraints, or strategies. Accordingly, information
that relates to team member tasks should be provided for
performing predictive management in implicit interactions.
For example, experienced captains will observe information
from a terrain collision avoidance system (TCAS) to prepare
for possible instructions. Team-related SMMs represent the
shared knowledge regarding the critical information transmit-
ted, the actions for coordination, or even the attitude during

explicit interactions, which is essential for executing purpose-
ful negotiation in scenarios with time pressure [17]. In this
case, both parties should focus on similar information items
and keep the timing in an operational tempo [13].

In summary, by sharing critical cues utilized by teammem-
bers, a member with the corresponding SMM can observe
possible changes in team member goals and perform the
required interactions. Furthermore, different information cor-
responds to different types of interaction. Based on the exist-
ing literature, the weight class, overall air traffic flow, and
surrounding aircraft information are particularly highlighted
to mitigate the conflicts between parties [3], [4], [7].

C. AGENT-BASED MODELING
To investigate the performance of a heterogeneous team in
changing scenarios, computer simulations can be advanta-
geous. Compared to traditional simulations such as discrete
event simulation or system dynamics [28], ABM consid-
ers both micro and macro levels of examination [29].
At the microlevel simulation microlevel, autonomous agents
are modeled to act according to their rules, providing
opportunities to program the MMD impacts. Thus, the corre-
sponding system outcomes can be obtained from macrolevel
examination.

To execute ABM, the framework of evolving cogni-
tion (FETC) proposed in a previous work provides a critical
foundation, which is illustrated in Figure 2 [22]. In FETC,
a team is defined as an autonomous agent that acts based
on the team cognition determined in a certain scenario.
In general, to adapt to changing scenarios, different pat-
terns of interactions are required for the component teams
to coordinate [30]. Implicit interactions are normally per-
formed in routine scenarios to perform predictive manage-
ment, whereas explicit interactions are initiated to mitigate
emerging scenarios in nonroutine scenarios. Then, the actions
performed will update the system state. For example, ATCOs
provide pilot instructions based on an aircraft’s flight state
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FIGURE 2. Framework of evolving cognition (FETC).

and overall air traffic flow. The changes in the system state
initiate new scenarios for a new rotation of interactions
[23], [31]. Additionally, potential environmental changes
such as unexpected weather or runway changes can also
cause emerging scenarios, causing a team to make immediate
adjustments [32].

To examine simulation outcomes, a system’s reliability and
efficiency are considered. A system’s reliability denotes ‘‘the
ability of a system to function under stated conditions for a
specified period’’ [33]. To quantitatively examine a system’s
reliability, interaction frequency in nonroutine scenarios can
be a critical index. Nonroutine scenarios reflect the occur-
rence of emerging risks and sudden changes. In a landing
system, an unstable approach and air collisions are two major
adverse events [34], which often intensify the need to perform
extra operations such as late descent or holding. Accordingly,
a systemwith fewer interaction demands characterizes amore
reliable system.

System efficiency denotes resource utilization efficiency.
A system with seamless air traffic flow and fewer emerg-
ing risks costs fewer resources to achieve the required
performance [6]. In contrast, an error-prone system often
costs extra resources, such as the extra track miles traveled,
delays, or fuel wastage, to ensure that the system returns to
normalcy.

III. HYPOTHESES
In general, different types of interactions (implicit/explicit)
can be improved by sharing information related to the cor-
responding SMM (task-related/team-related). The improved
information sharing promises a heterogeneous system less
prone to impacts caused by resource competition. To test its
mechanism, ABM is implemented based on the FETC. The
team (agent) performs interactions to generate required team
cognition (rules) in a scenario, which provides opportunities
to model various interactions and potential MMD effects.
Therefore, system outcomes can reflect impacts derived from
resource competition and conflicting requirements.

In summary, improved implicit and explicit interactions are
expected to achieve positive results by mitigating the impacts
derived from resource competition; hence, Hypothesis 1 (H1)
is accordingly proposed.

H1: A system with improved implicit (a) or explicit inter-
actions (b) achieves better reliability and efficiency than the
original landing system.

For implicit interactions, operators can perform predic-
tive management to satisfy team member needs, reducing
the operational disconnects owing to resource competition.
Therefore, compared to explicit interactions, a reduction in
adverse events such as an unstable approach (H2(a)) or air
collision (H2(b)) is expected, resulting in a lower interaction
frequency in nonroutine scenarios (H2(c)) [3], [17]. Further-
more, predictive management also enables operators to facil-
itate resource utilization without sacrificing team member
resources (H2(d) and H2(e)).
H2: Improved implicit interactions achieve a better reduc-

tion in the unstable approach (a), conflict resolution (b),
interaction frequency in nonroutine scenarios (c), fuel con-
sumption (d), and time of arrival (e) than improved explicit
interaction.

Explicit interactions emphasize immediate risk elimination
in nonroutine scenarios [17]. Therefore, compared to implicit
interactions, it is promising to reduce congestion (H3(a)) and
the following impacts, such as the extra track miles traveled
(H3(b)). Thus, the improved mobility of air traffic flow is
expected (H3(c)) as follows:
H3: Improved explicit interactions achieve better improve-

ments regarding airspace clearance (a), extra track miles
traveled (b) and air traffic flow mobility (c) than improved
implicit interactions.

Last, as disused, a mix of implicit and explicit interactions
enables an MTS to deal with changing scenarios in both
proactive and reactive manners and hence characterizes a
more reliable and efficient MTS (H4).
H4: The mix of both improved implicit and explicit interac-

tion has the most significant benefits on a system’s reliability
and efficiency.

IV. METHODOLOGY
To perform ABM, the FETC proposed is extended for
the foundation of agent logic, while the technical defini-
tion of parameters is derived from the qualitative research
previously executed [3]. To test the hypotheses proposed,
a between-subject experiment is designed. Accordingly, this
section is depicted by the following four aspects: (1) environ-
mental setting, (2) agent logic, (3) technical framework, and
(4) data analysis.

A. ENVIRONMENT SETTING
In this research, NetLogo R©is the software implemented for
programming. The simulation environment (see Figure 3)
is developed based on the layout design of Changi Airport,
Singapore (see Appendix I). Changi Airport is one of the
top international transportation hubs in Asia. Before the
COVID-19 pandemic, the passenger movement in 2019 was
68,300,000, while the aircraft movement was 382,000, which
was the 18th highest in the world. Changi Airport has two
parallel runways (02 L/20R and 02 C/20C) for commercial
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FIGURE 3. Simulation environment of the Changi airport layout (derived from previous work [6]).

flights. Furthermore, an extra runway, 02R/20L, has been
newly built for larger passenger aircraft.

The airspace was divided into outer, terminal, and trans-
ferring areas to achieve a more sophisticated simulation (see
Figure 3). Aircraft enter the airspace from five entries, a, b,
g, h, and j. The aircraft follow the standard terminal arrival
routes (STARs). All aircraft are required to satisfy stable
approach criteria before arriving at transferring point K. The
major reason for this setting is that most of the ATCOs
and pilots (based on Chang I airport, Singapore) wish to
stabilize the aircraft when the airspace and time available are
sufficient. Furthermore, in this research, sudden changes in
runway configuration are not considered in this simulation.

For the flight schedule design, an aircraft randomly enters
the airspace from one of the five entries every 6,000 ticks
(the time unit of the software). In this period, an aircraft
can travel approximately 15 nm at 270 knots. Aircraft are
added to the airspace until the total number of aircraft equals
the maximum accommodation of the system, which tests
the system limit. The purpose is that, in general, airspace
can accommodate a certain number of aircraft to preserve
sufficient safety margins, which makes real accidents rare.
To examine the significance of the improvements, the sim-
ulation maintains the maximum accommodation as much as
possible. Based on the limitation of the software NetLogo R©,
the maximum accommodation is estimated to be 25 aircraft.

B. AGENT LOGIC
In FETC (see Figure 2), the team that comprises pilots and
ATCOs is treated as an agent. Team cognition N in sce-
nario N is the result of interactions, determining the ways
an aircraft maneuvers. Technically, team cognition is mod-
eled based on the characteristics of implicit and explicit
interactions. In general, implicit interactions are executed in

routine scenarios without emerging risks, which facilitates
the management of resources and potential risks. Explicit
interactions aim to solve emerging risks or contingencies with
time pressure in nonroutine scenarios, which requires the
initiation of purposeful negotiation. With the classification of
routine and nonroutine scenarios, the concept of operations
perspective (proactive/reactive) is introduced to specify the
team cognition formed. Accordingly, Figure 4 illustrates four
categories of team cognition that emerged. By improving
information transparency, both parties can comprehend the
current system state more consistently, preventing various
operational disconnects owning to defective team cognition.

1. Resource optimization (implicit/proactive): In a rou-
tine scenario, proactive actions help the team perform
predictive management of workload and resources,
achieving resource optimization; however, the coun-
tervailing (e.g., opposite) effects in a heterogeneous
team may cause work result incompatibility or mutual
resource competition [3], [17]. The operations of this
item include high-speed clearance and an efficient
approach. Details are shown as follows:

â High-speed clearance:To expedite the landing process,
ATCOs cancel speed restrictions. However, exces-
sive airspeed sacrifices pilot safety margins in decel-
erate and descent. Research has identified a close
relationship between speed management and unstable
approaches [34], [35]. This issue is particularly critical
for heavy aircraft that require extra time to maneuver,
which highlights the concern of airspeed management.

â Efficient approach: Pilots prefer to maintain a slower
and higher landing profile to manage fuel consump-
tion, noise, and gas emissions [7], [36]. However,
it might sacrifice margins to accomplish the descent
required, resulting in excessive altitude. Furthermore,
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FIGURE 4. Four types of team cognition based on the FETC.

an unexpectedly low airspeed may also slow the suc-
ceeding air traffic flow [3].

2. Risk buffering (implicit/reactive): Although in a rou-
tine scenario, sudden changes may result in potential
risks. To manage the upcoming impacts in advance,
experienced captains or ATCOs can detect the onset of
sudden changes and perform the required reaction by
creating extra buffers. Potential MMDs make a team
unaware of the possibility of sudden changes. The oper-
ation of this item includes a preemptive declaration.
Details are shown as follows:

â Preemptive deceleration: Although this operation is
not formally regulated, experienced pilots can detect
possible changes in air traffic flow by observing TCAS.
Preemptive deceleration can be executed to prepare for
upcoming congestion [3].

3. Risk interception (explicit/proactive): In a nonroutine
scenario with emerging risks or contingencies, it is cru-
cial to perform interventions to prevent the risks from
evolving. Compared to risk buffering, risk interception
emphasizes solving emerging needs with time pressure.
Potential MMDs make a team unaware of the evolution
of existing risks, causing a team to miss the window to
prevent adverse events from occurring [7]. In this case,
expedited descent is performed to mitigate excessive
altitude to avoid an unstable approach, while holding
or late descent manages emerging needs derived from
contingencies. Details are shown as follows:

â Holding: In congested scenarios, the aircraft in the
outer area are instructed to hold until congestion has
been mitigated. During holding, the aircraft contin-
ues adjusting the landing profile until it satisfies the
requirements of STAR (airspeed and altitude).

â Late descent: In a queue in the terminal area, aircraft
are requested to maintain vertical separation until the
landing of the preceding aircraft is cleared. However,
pilots need extra time to mitigate excessive altitude,
especially for heavy aircraft that need extra time to
maneuver. Furthermore, a deviated glide slope was
identified as one of the significant precursors in safety
events [37]

TABLE 1. Group classification.

â Expedite descent:Asmentioned, the issue of a deviated
glideslope (e.g., too high) is highlighted in landings [3],
[7], [37]. Therefore, if the agent is the first one in a
queue, experienced pilots can flexibly adjust configura-
tion deployment to increase the descent rate and correct
the deviated glideslope [6].

4. Last solution (explicit/reactive): In a nonroutine sce-
nario with urgent risks, some formally regulated opera-
tions should be strictly followed to mitigate the urgent
risks. In this case, go-around and conflict resolution
serve as the last solutions for preventing system failures
or even accidents. Details are shown as follows:

â Go around: An aircraft should satisfy stable approach
criteria. Otherwise, the aircraft are requested to per-
form a go-around for a safe landing. In this simulation,
cases of multiple go-arounds are not included. It often
involves unexpected weather or sudden changes in run-
way configuration, which is beyond the scope of this
research.

â Conflict resolution: Separation maintenance is the
ATCO’s major task. In scenarios without enough sep-
aration, succeeding aircraft are instructed to decelerate
and detour. Heavy aircraft may require more distance
to decelerate.

C. TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK
This section shows how the simulation is technically accom-
plished. To test the hypotheses proposed, four sets of simu-
lations were developed based on the two variables (implicit
and explicit interactions) with two levels (with and without
the MMD effects) (see Table 1). Set 1 presents the original
landing system without mitigating MMDs. Set 4 examines
system improvements by achieving comprehensive MMD
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TABLE 2. Parameters defined.

elimination. Set 2 simulates a system with improved implicit
interaction, whereas Set 3 simulates a system that emphasizes
improved explicit interaction.

Table 2 shows the parameters defined, including three cat-
egories. First, situation cues refer to the information accessed
by agents, which serves as a critical basis for determining
team cognition and the corresponding operations. Second,
agent attributes refer to the parameters that define an aircraft’s
capabilities to perform the operations. Third, agent perfor-
mance was designed to record system outcomes.

Combining the information in Figure 4 and Table 2,
Table 4 is presented to show the technical definition
of agent operations. The agents perform the operations
based on the situation cues perceived. Based on the pre-
vious research conducted, relevant information needed for

TABLE 3. The relationship between altitude and air density.

team operations is listed [3], [6]. Bold font denotes the
information item, while italic font denotes the information
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TABLE 4. Technical definition of agent operations.

FIGURE 5. The technical framework of Set 1 (original landing system).

source (P: pilots/A: ATCOs). Extra cues refer to the informa-
tion shared to mitigate informational disconnects.

Based on the parameters and agent operations defined,
the technical framework of all four sets is shown as follows

(see Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8). The cells
with bold fonts and outlines refer to operations with improve-
ments. The green cells denote the operations with improved
implicit interactions, while the blue cells denote the operation
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FIGURE 6. The technical framework of Set 2 (improved implicit interactions).

FIGURE 7. The technical framework of Set 3 (improved explicit interactions).

with improved explicit interactions. Once an agent enters
an area, it accesses the situation cues and determines the
corresponding actions. After the aircraft has been transferred
to the tower controller, agent performance is recorded for
further analysis.

D. DATA ANALYSIS
Data on both reliability and efficiency (agent performance
in Table 3) are collected. The hypotheses are examined by
performing independent t-tests to examine the changes in
system outcomes.
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FIGURE 8. The technical framework of Set 4 (a mix of implicit and explicit interactions).

FIGURE 9. The simulation developed.

V. RESULT
The simulation developed is displayed in Figure 9. To ensure
the validity of the simulation, data convergence must be
ensured. For all the sets of simulations, data converged
at the point of time when approximately 300 aircraft
were landing. The simulations ended when 1,000 landings

were collected. Table 5 displays the descriptive statistics
to present the overall results. In general, Set 4 presents
the optimum results among all four sets of simulations.
Set 2 and Set 3 show similar outcomes that are superior
to Set 1. The results of independent t-tests are illustrated
in Table 6.
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TABLE 5. Descriptive statistics of the simulation performed.

TABLE 6. Statistical comparisons.

As shown in Table 6, the hypotheses designed were exam-
ined by comparing the corresponding pairs with independent
t-tests. The significant results are presented in bold font. The
variance in each of the two pairs is set to be equal, while
the stars (∗) indicate the comparisons with the significance
of the F test. For H1, the results of pair 1-2 closely resem-
bled pair 1-3, which partially improved both reliability (less
interaction frequency in nonroutine scenarios and go-around)
and efficiency (fewer extra track miles traveled and better
clearance of airspace). Furthermore, pair 1-2 presented a
significant reduction regarding the needs of late descent and
fuel consumed. For H2 and H3, no significant difference

was identified except for the fuel consumed. Last, for H4,
the results of pairs 1-4 showed the optimum results that
achieved comprehensive improvements. Although pairs 2-4
and 3-4 showed similar system outcomes, compared to the
results of H1, significant improvements regarding conflict
resolution, the time of arrival, and the mobility of air traffic
flow were observed.

VI. DISCUSSION
As Subsection IV-A states, to examine the significance
of the improvements, the simulation maintains the maxi-
mum accommodation of the airspace as much as possible.
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Furthermore, the simulation was designed to evaluate an air-
craft’s stability in an early stage (3,000 ft/170 kts). As a result,
the descriptive statistics show a relatively high frequency of
the events that occur, particularly for a go-around.

A. H1: THE RESPECTIVE BENEFITS OF IMPROVED
IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT INTERACTIONS
Based on the results obtained, both Set 2 and Set 3 improved
the original landing system, which partially supports H1.
Although the results of pairs 1-2 closely resembled those of
pairs 1-3, the causal relationship varied, which is approached
by the characteristics of implicit and explicit interactions.

For system reliability, although both Sets 2 and 3 can sig-
nificantly reduce the frequency of interaction and go-around
performed; the results of Set 2 that emphasize implicit
interactions show fewer demands for performing explicit
interactions (such as risk interception or last solution), which
is supported by relevant studies [17], [40] Specifically,
the results show that improved information transparency
reduces the impacts derived from resource competition and
requirement conflicts during implicit interactions, which con-
tributes to the reduction of the need for conflict resolution.
For explicit interactions (Set 3), by introducing expedited
descent in risk interception, the risks that emerged can
be mitigated in a timely manner, reducing the need for
go-around [22].

For system efficiency, both Set 2 and Set 3 thoroughly
improved system efficiency. The higher mobility of air traffic
flow reflects the improved airspace clearance, lower time of
arrival and fewer extra trackmiles traveled. A partial explana-
tion for this may account for the reduction in go-around and
the mitigation of the subsequent congestion. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that the fuel efficiency in Set 2 improved.
This finding implies that in a heterogeneous system, the mit-
igation of resource competition can be the foundation of
resource optimization. The results of Set 3 seem to have pos-
itive effects on fuel preservation, but not up to a statistically
significant level.

B. H2 AND H3: THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
BENEFITS FROM IMPLICIT AND
EXPLICIT INTERACTIONS
H2 and H3 examined the characteristic differences between
implicit and explicit interactions. The high similarity of the
simulation outcomes reflects that most of the hypotheses are
not statistically supported. One of the major reasons is the
potential correlation between the performance of reliabil-
ity and efficiency. For example, fewer demands for explicit
interactions can imply improvements in reliability owing to
lower occurrence of risks. Simultaneously, better efficiency is
also expected because of the reduced resource consumption
(e.g., time and fuels) for performing risk interception and
elimination. Detailed discussion is presented in the following.

For system reliability (H2 a, b, and c), Set 2 was expected
to mitigate the operational disconnects caused by resource
competition. However, as an aircraft’s remaining distance

decreases, so do the time and space available, particularly in
the terminal area [38], [41]. Congestion in limited airspace
with time pressure jeopardizes the benefits of implicit inter-
actions. Consequently, the results of Set 2 are not superior to
those of Set 3’.

For system efficiency (H3 a, b, and c), although Set 3
emphasizes the performance of explicit interactions that solve
contingencies and the possible impacts, limited time and
airspace in the terminal area may reduce the risks derived
from defective implicit interactions. Hence, congestion was
observed around the terminal area. Consequently, no signif-
icant improvements regarding the mobility, airspace clear-
ance, and extra track miles traveled were observed, making
limited improvement of the time of arrival, statistically reject-
ing H2.e. Note that H2.d (the fuels consumed) is statistically
supported, which highlights the finding in H1.

C. H4: THE COMBINED BENEFITS OF IMPLICIT AND
EXPLICIT INTERACTIONS
H4 was designed to examine the combined benefits of both
implicit and explicit interactions. Pairs 1-4 examined the
improvements of the original system, while pairs 2-4 and
3-4 provided further verification regarding the characteristics
of both types of interactions.

For system reliability, the results of pairs 1-4 showed
optimum results by mixing implicit and explicit interactions.
A more detailed mechanism can be schematized by taking
pairs 2-4 and 3-4 into account. In general, three major find-
ings are outlined. First, Set 2 underscores a more positive
effect on reducing emerging actions (late descent and hold-
ing) as opposed to Set 3, which can be observed in pairs 2-4.
Second, among the three pairs in H4, only pairs 1-4 show a
significant outcome concerning conflict resolution, revealing
potential limitations of a mixed pattern of interactions. Con-
sidering the findings in these two points, although immediate
risk elimination in explicit interaction does improve a sys-
tem’s reliability, implicit interactions are critical to obtaining
substantial improvements. Third, these two findings jointly
contribute to a lower occurrence of interactions in nonroutine
scenarios and go-around. For a system’s efficiency, similarly,
Set 4 showed comprehensive improvements, which highlights
a strong relationship between a mixed pattern of interactions
and higher air traffic flow intake. Furthermore, the findings
also support the possibilities of practical implementations in
optimizing fuels and the time of arrival [42].

D. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING
INFORMATION SHARING
In summary, although both types of interactions benefit the
system with respective mechanisms, optimum improvements
can only be achieved by implementing a mixing pattern
of interactions. By improving information transparency,
improved implicit interactions mitigate the operational dis-
connects derived from resource competition, while improved
explicit interactions facilitate the immediate elimination of
potential risks and congestion. Accordingly, the information
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FIGURE 10. Simplified layout of STARs of Changi airport.

that reveals the onset of a shift between routine and non-
routine scenarios should be continuously exchanged, which
connects risk buffering (implicit/reactive) and risk intercep-
tion (explicit/proactive). However, as discussed, the demands
of performing explicit interactions often involve time pres-
sure, which may interrupt ongoing tasks. The interruption
lag causes the extra mental workload required to re-evaluate
the scenario. Thus, a decision support system can be con-
sidered to warn the team of the upcoming transition [43].
For implicit interactions, to ensure working results compat-
ibility and prevent resource competition, the presentation of
information should consider the performance of cross-cue
utilization, minimizing the increasing workload of mental
resources and memory. Last, to perform immediate risk elim-
ination in explicit interactions, issues such as eliminating
noise information should be considered to support a human’s
attention resource and task shifting [43], [44].

VII. CONCLUSION
For a heterogeneous system such as the landing system
in commercial aviation, diverse information systems and
diverse expertise cause operational disconnects owing to
resource competition. To address this issue, the relationship
among information sharing, two types of interaction, and
system outcomes are determined by performing agent-based
modeling (ABM) to obtain practical strategies to avoid con-
flicts owing to resource competition in a heterogeneous team.
The corresponding theoretical and practical contributions and
potential limitations are summarized as follows.
Theoretical contribution: In this research, four types

of team cognition based on the types of interactions
(implicit/explicit) and action perspective (proactive/reactive)
are presented, providing an approach to examine a team’s
adaptation in changing scenarios. By mitigating the com-
patibility of working results during implicit interactions, the
occurrence and consequences of resource competition are
properly addressed. However, optimum results can only be
achieved by considering both types of interactions.

Practical contribution: To fully leverage the performance
of different interactions, information revealing the onset of
nonroutine scenarios should be monitored by both parties to
connect implicit and explicit interactions in real-life settings.
Furthermore, both types of interaction can benefit a system’s
reliability and efficiency to a certain extent. However, some
specific improvements should be treatedwith caution. Specif-
ically, although implicit interaction is particularly crucial for
fuel preservation, the differences in operation styles among
countries and the variety of aircraft types and designs are
also critical factors. Furthermore, both types of interaction
achieve striking improvements concerning the time of arrival
and the mobility of air traffic flow, while such benefits might
be subject to the design and layout of airspace. The simula-
tion was designed at Changi Airport, Singapore. Despite the
limitations discussed, the findings still shed some light on the
design of future information systems.

To generalize the results obtained, research limitations are
herein provided. In this research, to test the significance of
improvements, a simulation is designed to test the system
limit. Coupled with the limitation in the software, the fre-
quency of the events that occur is different from real-life
scenarios, which is an issue to be considered before further
generalization. Furthermore, this research is based on the
Chang I airport, Singapore, and the differences in operation
style among countries should be considered. Last, to fully
leverage the implementation of data links, issues regarding
interface design and noise information should be considered
for practical implementations.

APPENDIX
See Figure 10.
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